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POLARIZATION DIAGRAMS OF ROCKBURSTS
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Institute of Geonics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republ.ic,

Studentská 1768, 708 00 Ostrava - Poruba, Czech Republic

ASSTRACT. Local network denoted as Seismic Polygon Frenštát records intensive
rockbursts from Ostrava - Kar viná District also (distance about 30 lan). The overall
evaluation of these wave pat terns can be summed up as follows: the rockbursts
are easy-to-identify in the set of records, a wave pa.ttern is developed, phases of P
and S wave group are separable (S-P tirne ranges between 3 to 8 s) and their first
a.rrivals are usually rnarked. First analysis of polarizat.ion diagrams is presented in
this contribution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Intensive rcckbursts (i.e. seismie events indueed by mmmg aetivity) from the
Ostrava - Karviná Distriet (henceforth referred to as OKR) in the southern part
of the Upper Silesian Basin are recorded also through the local network Seismic
Polygon Frenštát (SPF network) that carne into permanent operation in 1992. The
statians of SPF netwark are situated in the clistanees frorn 30 ta 50 km from the
Karviná part of the OKR, where min ing activity is eaneentrated taclay tagether
with mast ať raekbursts. This clistanee ancl parameters ať reearcling, especially the
frequeney and the dynamie rauge, ensure unclistartecl reeards af wave patterns of
these events.

In the submitted paper the first results of polarizatian analysis that was made
with the aim of analyzing the wave pattern of these events in the partieular SPF
statians, are presented. It is known frorn previous studies that onsets of Pand S
wave groups are easy -to-identify, e.g. [Kaláb 1995]. In additian, a descriptian ať
functions of the POLAR prograrn usecl forrns a part of this contribution.

2. SEISMIC POLYGON FRENŠTÁT

The Seismie Polygon Frenštát is a five-station local network (statians TRO-
janovice, CELadná, PALkovieké Hůrky, PSTruží, VYSné Lhoty] plaeed in the
surraunclings ať the mining area of the preserved Frenštát Mine in the southern
part of the OKR. The frequency range of three-cornponent recorcling is from 2 to
30 Hz, digital recorcling of velocity taken in the dynarnic ra.nge is 90 dB (LSBjMSB).
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Recording is carried out only under triggerecl regirne. Instruments of the SPF net-
work was detailed in the paper by Knejzlík anc! Zamazal (1992).

In the SPF network, i.e. with dist ances of sever al kilorneters from the rockburst
foci, a seismic signal is recorclecl as the velocity of soil movement. By deriving,
01' integrating, acceleration can be obtained, ar a soil movement. In addition to
this, the record of soil velocity provicles, at the minimum clemands for dynamics
of the digital recorcling equipment, the maximum dynamics of recorded seismic
information [Klíma et aJ. 1986]. This is necessary for ensuring the sufficient sen-
sitivity of appar atus not only to monitoring rather slight induced seismicity but
also to recording unclistorted records, inclucling the most intensive rockbursts. An
approach like that was used in designing the local network of the Seismic Polygon
Frenštát.

An overview of events recorded by the SPF network as well as an existing manner
of data processing is given, e.g. in [Kaláb, Rušajová 1995]. It has followed from
subject analysis that, by means of the SPF network, al1 the rockbursts with energy
more than 3 . 104 J (according to the energy scale used in the OKR) of the OKR
are reliably recorcled. Recording of energetically weaker rockbursts clepencls upon a
current value of seismic noise because for launching the record, a criterion STA/LTA
is used.

3. POLAR PROGRAM

When processing underlying data for this contribution, the POLAR program was
used that is a part ofthe seismological software WAVE. It was developed in the Insti-
tute of Geonics of the Acaclemy of Sciences ofthe Czech Republic (Mgr.Gruntorád)
and has been usecl with computers of the PC type using WINDO\t\TS.

These days, the POLAR program makes it possible to:
• display polarization diagrams in one optional section after another in three planes

given by the registration directions (W, N-S, E-W),
• gradually elongate 01' shorten the section usecl for polarization cliagrams,
• calculate polarization diagrams using the records of velocity or movement,
• deterrnine an apparent azimuth of the wave arrival an d an apparent angle of the

wave ernergence.
The program has not allowed yet the transforrnation of horizontal geographic

components N-S and E-W into the rotated coordinate system R and T, i.e. the
radial and the transversal component, from which the component products are
calculated to clistinguish in di viclual wave groups.

A graphic icon of the program is clividecl into four square fielcls. In the right
upper one, three components of the seisrnic signal of the relevant station, velocity
01' movement are displayed. This interval is chosen when operating with a wave
pattern in the WAVE program. Further, there are two cursors manipulated by an
operator there, through which the analyzed section chosen for clisplaying polariza-
tion diagrams is setup and a cursor cletermining the current position of the interval
encl when lengthening 01' shortening the analyzed section. In the remaining three
windows, particle motions in three normal planes are clisplayed:
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o in the left bottom square, motion in the horizontal plane is plotted,
o the left upper square is the display of the vertical plane motion in the W-E

direction ,
\) the right bottom square displays the vertieal plane motion in the N-S direction.

In these three .windows mentionecl above, the angle cursor is controllable , by
which the apparent azimuth of the wave arrival as well as the apparent angle of the
wave emergence can be manually assessed. Both these angles may also be derived
by means of the calculation using nonlinear algebra. Below the graphie field, there
is information on time of the beginning of the seleetecl interval (Iocal time), duration
of the selected interval and the values of both these angles according to the angle
cursor posi tion.

The POLAR program is used for distinguishing Pand S, 01' SV, SR and LR
wave groups, contributes to the cletermination of" non-interfered" parts of the wave
groups for spectral analysis 01' to the cletermination of Iongitudinal 01' transversal
polarized parts of the record. The PO LAR program comrnunicates with the WAVE
program and makes it possible to pick onsets of Pand S wave groups. This is carried
out through a serving icon which helps in the control of functions deseribed above.
The main advantage of the program is easy handling, fast processing of the record
and calculation of polarization diagrams.

4. ANALYSIS OF POLARIZATION DIAGRAMS

For the purpose of analyses of polarization diagrams, the most intensive rock-
bursts recorded by the SPF network in 1993 -1995 were utilízed. To present the
results, two roekbursts from 1993 are used as an exarnple. The first of them ~vith
the energy of 5.104 J originated in the Doubrava Mine at 17:23 on the 26th of July,
1993, the seeond oecurred in the Lazy Mine with the energy of 2 . 105 J at 18:42
on the 9th of Septernber, 1993. Epicentral distances and azimuths of both these
rockbursts to particular st ations are given in the following table (krn/angle degree).

TRO CEL PAL PST VYS

July 26, 1993 39/34 36/19 24/34 28/23 20/3
Sept. 9, 1993 42/36 40/18 27/36 38/23 24/357

Examples of polarization diagrams obtained by the POLAR program are illus-
trated in Figs. 1 ancl 2 for the group of P wave groups and in Figs. 3 and 4 for the
group of S wave groups. While parts above show the initial part of the analyzed
group, parts down present its longer time section, integration offset is summarized
in polarization diagrams. The angle cursor is set according to the visual judgernent
of azirnuths and angles of emerging the initial phase ať the analyzed part of the
record.

The analysis of velocity seismograrns and polarization diagrame of movernent has
proved a rnarked onset of the group of P waves in most of the proeessed roekbursts.
Therefore , the time of picking the phase and the direetion of the first picking can
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FIG.1. The polarisation cliagrams of P wave graup ať July 26, 1993
rackburst from Pstruší station (part above - the initial part,
part down - whole analysed interval)
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FIG _2_ The polarisation diagrams of P wave group of Sept. 9, 1993
ro ckburst from Čeladná station (part above - the initia] part,
part down - whole analysed interval)
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FrG.3. The polarísation diagrams of S wave group of July 26, 1993
rockburst from Pstruží station (part above - the initial part,
part down - whole analysecl interval)
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FIG.4.· The polarisation cliagrams of S wave group of July 26,1993
rockburst from Čeladná station (part above - the initial part,
part clown - whole analysed interval)
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be iclentified well. Det.errnining tlie azirnu th of the wave arrival at the recorclecl
position is usually rather clifficult, because the values of the emergence angle are
very low, which testifies the wave arrival almost normal to the surface. In spite of
this, a value of azirnuth can be mostly assessed. No systematic deviation between
the determined wave arrival and the clirection to the rockburst focus has been found
during these analyses.

A "non-interferecl" part of the P wave group takes only 0.2 to 0.4 s, then another
phases appear with various polarizations. Accorcling to their amplitudes, the initial
direction of vibration is more slowly 01' quickly prevailed by a chaotic motion, which
is probably the result of existence ofnon-homogeneities in the vicinity ofthe station.
The existence of significant seconclary waves in the wave pattern causecl by a marked
geological structure in the vicinity of the st ation has not been however documented.

The onset of the S wave group manifests itself in changes in magnitude of am-
plitude 01' period 01' in both of them simult.aneously. ln spite of this, unambiguous
identification of tbe onset is not always possible ancl so auxiliary criteria, e.g. type
analysis, is used to cletermine onsets. The time interval t8-P varies in the range
of 3-8 s depencling upon the epicentral distance. The depth of foci does not vary
significantly on the basis of present knowleclge and correspouds to the level of min-
ing and to the adj acent overburclen. The initial section of the group of S waves is
just after some sarnples overlapped with subsequent secondary groups with various
polarizations. Polarization diagrarns of longer tirne sections thus remind one of
chaotic mot.ion ancl are, in this shap e, uninterpretable.

It is necessary to bring back that seismometers in the SPF stations are placed
in the probes that are lowered into the 30 m boreholes completed with casing.
Experimental measuring the influence of placement of seismometers under these
conditions has not shown any more significant cleformations in the spectral pattern
in the frequency range of 2-30 Hz. The casing acts as a rigid element vibrating in
the vertical clirection, distortions in polarisation diagrams and angle values under
deterrnination can be supposed. This impact of the casing will be further analyzed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

For the purpose of both analyzing wave patterns from the stanclpoint of iden-
tification of basic wave groups and judging structuro-geological elements in the
vicinity of the station, polarization an alysis is usecl. Therefore, in the lnstitute
of Geonics, the program POLAR was developed being a part of the WAVE inter-
pretirig seismological software generated previously. Its main advantage is a fast
interactive construction of pola.rization diagrame and subsequent analysis using PC
computers.

For ana.lyses presented , polarization diagrams were constructed of intensive rock-
bursts of the OKR that had been recordecl by the network Seismic Polygon Frenštát.
It follows from thern tliat it is necessary to approach very carefully some interpre-
tations, especially when using spectral analysis, because seismic recorcls are very
complicated ancl contain only a smalI part of IInon-jnterfered" onsets of Pand S
wave groups. On the other hand, no more marked geological structure has been
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found yet in the vicinity of the station, where intensive secondary waves coulcl
originate an d manifest themselves in the seismogram or polarization cliagrams.

The p resetii p ap er has been prep arated unili ilie fincnci«! supp ori oj the Grant
Agency of.tlie Czech Republic (reg. grant No. 105/95/0474).
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